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Use WeisberglAspca

To Larry HawkJAspca@Aspca.org

0112912002 01 :26 PM

cc eightbjones@aol.com@Aspca.org, Karen
ColangelolAspca@Aspca.org

bee
Subject Tom Rider
Despite Tom's surprise visit (it actually was not suppose to be a surprise on his part - serious
communicaUon breakdown from D'Arcy's end), it was quite an eye-opener for both me and Karen
Colangelo. TOm has been doing some impressive p.r. work for us; he's also quite bright and professional
in his presentation. There were many outstanding logistical problems which have all been resolved - we
also are bringing the dally local and nafl media coordination in-house. After better understanding the
nature of his needs and his abilities, I think it is doable (Karen also knows that gov't affairs can serve as a
backup when needed). The commitment and sacrifice this guy has made for the last year is truly
impressive. The level of our funding can also come down from the $24K we budgeted (probably more in
the order of $16-18K) now that some of the logistical issues have been resolved.
On a related note. having spent all of yesterday with Tom and discussing his work and his interface with
our former D.C. media/campaign person, it only reiterated the wisdom behind our closing the DC office.
Let me know if you want to discuss any of this further. One heads up which is extremely confidential and
not appropriate for e-mail- if things go as Tom says, we will need to gear up "big time' in the next few
weeks forthe lid to be blown off the Big Top.
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